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DEFIAGRATtON TO DETONATION IN HMX UNDER HIGH CONFINEMENT

John M. Wfea, A. Wayne Campbell, and Blaine W Asay

Explosives Applications Group, M-8

Los Aiamos National Latmratory

P. 0, 80X 1663, MS J960

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

The deflagratiol)-to-detonation behavior of HMX ‘refined in steel

tubes was studied by means of x radiography, light emiss;on, and various

pin techniques. Unlike most reported experiments, the HWX bed was

ignited by driving a piston (initially at rest and in contact with the HMX) into

the bed with th~ pressure generated from burning, Iow-densit,’ HMX on the

opposite side of the piston. Because a gasless igniter is used ‘o stad the

burning of the low-density HMX, the piston has a relatively smo~~th initial

mnt,ion. Ar@lysis of the data from these experiments gives a ratt, gr

detailed picture of the DDT process under these conditions.

INTRODUCTION

This is an exlgnsion of work reported by Campbll.’ Because of the complex

nature of the deflagration-to-detonation (DDT) process, we simplify the process of

Igniting HMX IITthe tube by pushing a combustion-dfiven piston into the Iightiy \amped

HMX bed. Ideally, this aporoach separates the eady effects of conducive and

(convective burning from those effects at higher pressure that begin the compaction of

the granulated bed. Amitionalv, this meth~ O( DLT initiation removes (to a first

approximation) any effect of a hot-gas-produdng Igniter,

The hypothesis glvm~ by Camphe!l’ for the steps of DDT is similar to that

proposed In this work. Howeve(, the mechanism dwwlbed here is based on more
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exlensive oxperlmental observation and is more detailed than that of Ref. 1. Note thal

the deduced mechanism is Present* after the experimental description, but before the

experimental evidence.

A schematic of the experimental arrangement is given in Figure 1. A maraging

steel tube (12.7-mm id. ati 23.8-mm o.d. ) is hand packed with 8-mm layers of Class A

HMX. A 013-mm-thick Pb foil is placed between each increment 01 HMX as a

radiographic marker. The O-ring sealed piston at the bottom of the tube is ~nven into

the HMX bed by igniting the low-density (s 0.5 g/cm3) HMX in the burn chamber with a

combination of a pyrofuse and a stoichiometfic mixture of Ti and B. The pressure in the

burn chamber is measured wilh a transducer in the gauge holder. The response of the

HMX bed is measured tith a combination of diagnostics: self-shorting (capped) pins

measure the trajectory of low-pressure waves (2- to7-MPa closing pressure); coaxial

ionization pins measure the onset of conductivity; optical fibers and detectors measure

light emission; and x radiographs measure the position of the Pb foils. Figl)ro 2 is a

photograph of a typical DDT tube.

The chronology of a generic DDT experiment is shown in Figule 3. The initial

conditions are the pistwr~ al resl, in contact with ihe 65°/0 of theoretical maximum, aensity

(TMD) HMX bed (Figure 3a) The motion of the piston p generates a compaction wave c

( Figure 3b) with a velocity of approximately 400 mk and a density near 900/0 TMD,

Piston velocity increases to the point that the stress of the bed compaction

approximately equals !he driving pressure, The velocity settles to aboIfl 100 m/s atter

the piston travels a very short distance. Throughout this dynamic compaction of the

bed, shear of and Mction between the granules provide energy t start combustion in

the compwfed material near the piston face. The bed, campacfed by the piston, Is not

readily permeated by combustion product gases. Thus, the cmming progresses up the

tube as a well-defined wave b (Figure 3c).

The burn wave acts as an accelerating piston, With each incremental

&~celeration, stress waves are launched from the bum front. These stress waves are

represented schematicxdly in the distance-vs time plot in Figure 4. LIP the tuba from the

burn front these stress waves coalesce. When the resultant stress produc!! is gmator

than the strength of the 90”A TMD HMX, the bed will collapse forming a region of near

100°/0TMD (Figure 3d). The boflom of this ‘plug” region IS noted in Figure 3 as g. The
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top of the plug G moves slowly relative to g until Ihe burn wave impinges on the plug

bottom and the pressure rises mpidly. The plug bottom behaves like a second piston

driven by the burn region, and it a=elerates with increasing pressure. Silnple mass

conservation shows that the plug gmws rapidly in tnickness with the top of the plug G

moving several times faster thi~n the bottom. The velocities are great enough that the

plug top is an accelerating shock (Figure 3e). The transition to detonation occurs when

the shock pressure is sufficient for initiationof the 90°/0 compact (Figure 3f). This is

regarded as a simple shock-to-detonation transition. The run-todetonatior?, commonly

denoted by x*, is analogous witl, but not exactly equal io, the plug thickness. The

detonation proceeds up the tubo at a \’elocity characteristic of the 90°/0 TMU HMX (D1 in

Figura 4) until it oveflakes the original compaction wave c, where the detonation slows

to the velocity characteristic of Itle original 65°/0 TMD bed (D2 in Figure 4).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results from the radiographs are typified by those shown in Figure 5 for Shot

No, B-9026. The figure consists of radiographs taken at three different times. The first IS

a static exposure showing the position of the equally spaced Pb foils before the HLIX In

the bum chamber is lit. The first dynamic shows tile piston moving into the tube arid the

change in spacing of foils 3-6. The second dynamic was taken after the transition to

detonation. The detonation w~.ve is bWween foils 10 and 11. Foils 3-6 continue to be

closely spaced, and the tube wall expands slowly in this legion.

Quantitative analysis of the foil wsitions and the tube expansion results in a

measure of the average material density between adjacent foils. Typid results of this

analysis are shown in Figure 6, where the results of Shot No. B-91:3 are interleaved

with those of Shot No. B-9026 The salien! features of these density -vs-pcsition plots are

easily correlated with the schematic in Figure 3. Figure 6 (EI)shows the 900/0 ~MD

compaction wave as the only feature. This is the situation in Figure 3(b). Figure 6(b)

shows a 1000/’TMD plug between aboti 33 and 50 mm, with a region of lower density

(hotter) from the piston to about 30 mm indicating burning. This corresponds to Figure

3(e). The situation represented in Fi~urcw 6 (~-e) is atter the transition to ddonation,
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corresponding to Figure 3(f). The detonation wave is picturw at positions of about 65,

t33, and 92 mm, su~s$ively, whereas the pIug region remains intact in its o~lginal

position. The Iowdensl’y burning region continues to heat, as seen from the decrease in

density.

The most mmplete combination of capped and ionization pin data are given in

Figurq 7 for Shot No. !3-9036. These data show conclusive evidence for detonation in

compacted materiaI. In Figure 7(a), the combination of capwd and ionization pins

shows the compaction wave (31 3 Ws), tht~ accelerating detonation wave in compacted

material, and the detonation in the undisturbed bed. The piston positions at the times of

radiographs are also shown, along with an extrapolation. Figure 7(b) is an expanded

plot of the ionization pin data that more clearly shows the run to detonation and

full-velocity detonation in the compacted bed (6.2 km/s). The change to detonation

velocity in the original bed (6.4 kmki) occurs atter the compaction wave is overtaken.

These features correspond to the lines denoted as c, G, D1, D2, and p in Figure 4.

In Shot No. E-5586, three light fibers were added to the usual pins and

radiographs. The 0.3-mm-diameter Si fibers were inseited inrough the steel tube wall

until flush with the HMX bed. The light transmitted by the fibars was converted to voltage

using Optelecom Series 3200R Aria@ Fiber Optic Receivers The signals recorded frcm

the three fibws, along with their positions relative to ihe piston at rest, are shown in

Figure 8. The signals are shifted 0.2 V from one another on the ordinate to prevent

overlap at later times. The most striking feature of the ensemble is the qualitative

difference of the third tignal (x = 42.6 mm) from the fimt two. Radiographs show that the

third fiber was positioned in the plug region (kd’ween G and g in Figures 3 and 4), and

the others were below the plug’s lowest extent ~ The salient features of the first two fibers

(x = 23.5 and 33.0 mm) are the fast rise and the “spike” of the initial edge, and the

constant levaI until times long after detonation began at about 230 KS, The third signal is

characterized by a low-lev@l ‘toe” starting at 222 VS, a more SiOWlyrising signal to a point

of inflection], and a final signal level 0,4 V higher than the first two. Figure 9 is an

expanGion of the absci~ showing the dative slopes of the signal’s leading edges.

The slope of Il]e signal from x = 33 mm is significantly less than that from x -235 mm.

Theso iasults ara taken as edence of a bum front b (shown in Figures 3 and 4) with

nearly constant conditions bhind, The changing slope as a fun~ion of position may
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indicate the edge of the burn front is becoming somewhat more diffuse as d progresses

through the 90% TMD bet.

All the data obtained for Shot No. E-5586 are projected in the x-t plane in Figure

10. The light signals are represented by dashed lines with symbols at each end that

cover their temporal etient. The 42.6-mm signal has three symbols on the line noting the

leading edge of the “toe”, the point of inflection, and the cessation of the signal. The

extent of the p!ug in the distance axis is indi=ted. The times for th~ fIastl radiographs

are labeled by the arrows at Xl, X2, and X3. Figure 11 shows the most interesting

portion of Figure 10. In this diagram, the two ionization pins al about 202 and 212 IM are

connected by line segments that also intwsect the “ioe” of the third light signal. This is a

reasonable assumption be=use the ionization pins report at the tirst appearance of

conductivity, and the first light emission indicates the presence of reaaion, which also

must be accompanied by conductivity. This trajectory is the plug top G, as in Figure 4.

The front edges of the light sign~ls from the first two fibers are connected by a line

that is extrapolate to shofler times. The previously di=ussw tem~ral profile of tbgse

light signais is the evidence for a well-dufined burn front. We postulate that when the

burn front intersects with the haltom of ihe plug is an imponani evenr in the

deflagl~tion-to-detonation transition. Aft6r this time, the plug is subjected to the full

pressure of the burning HMX without benefit of any layer of unburrd material to reduce

the stress. This intoflace at the plug bottom g behaves like all ac-celeratlng piston, and

the resuttan! shock G is dfiven at an ever-increasing velocity into the ~mmpacted bed

When the VO1OCAVot G and tha pressure generated are high enough, the HMX bed will

transit to detonation In a manner analogous to the mechanism of heterogeneous

initiation. 2

There is evidence for the indial bed collapse and formation of the plug (Figure 3d)

in the second radiograph of Shot No. E-5586. The density -vs-dis!allce plot derived from

these data is shown in Figure 12. A small region of density greater than the 900/0 TMD

compaction is indimt~ near 30 mm, We thus Infer th~t initial kd collapse occurs

More the extensive gro~h of the S’IJIJ A male-we of stress waves generated by the

accelerating bum front (se@Figure 4) can exceed the ~rength of the HMX bed in this

region, thus foning ttw plug a considerable time kfore tis radd growth. The time and

position of this initial collapse are indicated In Figure 11.
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All of the experiments performed in this study have not behaved as simpty as those

disc~jssed in the preceding section. Figure 13 reproduces the radiographs from Shot

No, F-5408. In the second dynamic radiograph are two regions of closely spaced foils

indicating the formation of two plugs. Anatyses of the two dynamic radiographs are

given in Figures 14 and 15. The first radiograph shows a burning region from the pis?on

to about 46 mm, followed by a 100°/o TMD plug from 53 to 65 mm, foIlowed by andher

90”/0 TMD region to about 86 mm. The second radiograph, taken after transition to

Monation, shows the residuals of two separate plugs, near 60 mm and 87 mm.

The x-ray and pin data for Shot No. F-5408 are presented in the x-t plane in Figure

16. No!e in the figure that detonation failed to occur after formation of the first plug, but it

did occur Mer the second plug. An x-t schematic for this situation is presented in Figure

17. The details of the various wave interactions are analogous to those presented in

Figure 4, excepi that detonation fails to occur atter the formation of the first p!ug, The

pressure developed at the shock G is never sufficient to initiate the compact HMX. Thus,

whcm G overtakes tho first compaction wave c, there is lid enough impulse to initiate the

original 65°/0 TMD bed, and the plug (1) acts like a second piston by launching a second

compaction wave c’. The wents from bum front development to plug formation are then

repeated further up the tube. If pressures along G’ are sufficiently high, transition to

detonation wiil occur. There is rio a priori reason for detonation to occur after the

second plug. Situations are easily envisioned where consecutive plug formation might

continue indefinitely. Indeed, Shot No. B-9088, whose radiogra.ph~ are shown in

Figure 18, exhibits thr~e, and possibly four plugs. This experiment exhibited unusual

behavior in that the compaction wave traveled the entire length of the tube, where it

reflected o? a steel plug. Plug formation and eventually detonation occurred from top to

bottom. The analysis of Ihe third dynamic radiograph is presented in Figure 19. It shows

the detonation (rotonation?) front at 85 mm, followed by the residuals of three or four

plugs at 93, 146, 170, and (maybe) 185 mm.

CC) NCLUSION

Detailed analysls of radiographic and pin data for seven steel tubes packed with

granulated HMX has led to a picture of the deflagration-todetonahon transition that
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requires a combustiondriven plug to be formed in compacted material. The material

may be directly shock initiated to detonation, may wuire interaction of the plug with the

compaction wave to initiate detonation, or may initiate burning and form an additional

compaction wave. This last case may then continue on to form another plug that might

initiate dclonation, or the plugdeflagration cycle may be repeated.
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